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Abstract
In this paper the approach to structural operational semantics (SOS) using transition sys-
tem specifications (TSSs) is extended to deal with variable binding operators and many-sorted-
ness. Bisimulation and Verhoef ’s transition rule format, known as the panth format,
generalize naturally to the new TSSs. It is shown that in this setting bisimulation is still a con-
gruence for meaningful TSSs in panth format. Formats guaranteeing that bisimulation is a
congruence are important for the application of TSSs to provide process calculi, and program-
ming and specification languages, with an operational semantics. The new congruence result is
relevant because in many of these applications, variable binding operators and many-sorted-
ness are involved. It is also sketched how the presented approach can be further extended to
deal with given sorts and parametrized transition relations. Given sorts are useful if the seman-
tics of the terms of certain sorts has been given beforehand. This happens frequently in prac-
tice, as does the often related need of parametrized transition relations. Ó 2001 Elsevier
Science Inc. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Structural operational semantics; Transition system specifications; Panth format;
Bisimulation; Congruence; Variable binding operators; Many-sortedness; Binding terms;
Binding algebras; Partial stable models
1. Introduction
In Ref. [24], an approach to structural operational semantics (SOS) using transi-
tion system specifications (TSSs) was introduced. The approach considers transition
systems where the states are the closed terms over a given signature. The original
TSSs define binary transition relations by means of transition rules with positive
premises. The approach has first been extended in Refs. [10,22] to transition rules
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with positive and negative premises and next in Ref. [38] to the specification of unary
and binary relations. In all these cases, variable binding operators and many-sorted-
ness are not supported. In many applications of TSSs, it is convenient to use negative
premises or to define unary relations (see, e.g., Refs. [22,38]). Negative premises can
often be avoided, but at the expense of simplicity. Representation of unary relations
by binary relations is possible, but this trick does not contribute to comprehensibil-
ity.
In many applications of TSSs, it is in addition necessary to have support for
many-sortedness or variable binding operators. Many-sortedness is found, for exam-
ple, in process algebras with timing (see, e.g., Refs. [4,11,30]). Examples of variable
binding operators are the integration operator
R
of real time ACP [4] and the recur-
sion operator l of CSP [25] and CCS [28]. Using transition rules to cope with many-
sortedness is unpractical and obscures the fact that it is a static matter. Variable
binding operators cannot be coped with at all without further extension. In Ref.
[17], an extension to deal with variable binding operators and many-sortedness is
proposed. Another one is proposed in this paper. An important dierence between
the extension presented in Ref. [17] and the one presented in this paper is that in
the latter distinction between formal and actual variables, formal and actual terms,
formal and actual substitutions, etc. is not made. This leads to TSSs that are more
closely related to the original ones than the TSSs of Ref. [17]. As a consequence,
the transition rule format introduced in Ref. [38], known as the panth format, gen-
eralizes naturally to the new TSSs.
The main dierence with the original TSSs is that terms are used in which oper-
ators may bind variables in their arguments and variables may have arguments. The
terms concerned are essentially the binding terms investigated in Ref. [36]. Similar
expressions were also part of the meta-language used in Ref. [2] to introduce Frege
structures. Variables that may have arguments are also known from combinatory re-
duction systems [27], where they occur as meta-variables in schematic rewrite rules
for term rewriting with bound variables. Having variables that may have arguments
obviates the need to distinguish two kinds of variables, terms, substitutions, etc. in
TSSs. Such a distinction, which is made in Ref. [17], hinders generalization of defi-
nitions and results concerning TSSs without support for variable binding operators.
Besides, it is doubtful that the complexity introduced by the distinction pays o in
terms of the extent of applicability.
The meaning of TSSs proposed in Ref. [10], and reformulated in Ref. [21], also
generalizes naturally to the TSSs presented in this paper. In Ref. [10], the meaning
of a TSS is defined in a way that facilitates proving certain theorems related to
the use of stratification (see, e.g., Ref. [22]) as a technique to check if a TSS is mean-
ingful. In Ref. [21], it is defined in a way that makes comparison with potential
alternatives easier. In this paper, the meaning of TSSs is defined in still another
way aimed at clarity in this intricate issue. It goes without saying that the dierent
definitions agree with each other.
Support for many-sortedness has some interesting consequences. It happens
frequently in practice that the semantics of the terms of certain sorts, called given
sorts, has been given beforehand. The sort that represents the time domain in
process algebras with timing is a typical example. It is impractical and unneces-
sary to redefine the semantics of the terms of given sorts. Furthermore, distin-
guishing given sorts makes it possible to relax the panth format and to deal
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with transition relations parametrized by terms of given sorts. This is also dis-
cussed in this paper.
The structure of this paper is as follows. First of all, in Section 2, we present
binding terms and TSSs that define transition relations on binding terms. Binding
algebras, the structures in which binding terms are interpreted, are presented
in Section 2 as well. In Section 3, we discuss the meaning of TSSs. Then, in Sec-
tion 4, we first define the bisimulation equivalence induced by TSSs and the
panth format for TSSs, and then show that for meaningful TSSs in panth format
bisimulation equivalence is a congruence. After that, in Section 5, we explain
how to deal with given sorts and parametrized transition relations using the
TSSs introduced in Section 2. Finally, in Section 6, we make some concluding
remarks.
2. Binding terms and TSSs
In this section, we first introduce the notions of binding term and binding algebra.
The latter are the structures in which binding terms are interpreted. Next, we gener-
alize the notion of TSS from conventional terms to binding terms. The meaning of
TSSs is discussed in Section 3.
Abstract notions of binding term and binding algebra were introduced in Ref.
[14]. The kind of binding terms and binding algebras introduced in this section
are essentially many-sorted versions of the ones that were first introduced in
Ref. [36].
2.1. Binding terms
We define terms over a many-sorted signature, roughly speaking a collection of
sorts and operators, and a variable domain. Therefore, we first define the notions
of binding sort, many-sorted binding signature and variable domain.
We assume a setS of base sorts. A base sort stands for a set of which the elements
are called ordinary objects. A binding sort is either a base sort or a sort that stands
for a set of functions from certain sets of ordinary objects to a certain set of ordinary
objects – all determined by given base sorts. As explained below, sorts of the latter
kind are used for variable binding in arguments of operators.
Definition 2.1. Let S S. Then the set BS of binding sorts over S is inductively
defined by the following formation rules (n > 0):
1. S  BS;
2. s1; . . . ; sn; s 2 S ) s1; . . . ; sn : s 2 BS.
We assume a BS S-indexed family of mutually disjoint sets of binding op-
erators O  hOsis2BSS. We also assume a BS-indexed family of mutually dis-





s2BSVs are disjoint. We write o : s1      sn ! s to
indicate that o 2 Ohs1;...;sni;s and we write x : s to indicate that x 2Vs. A variable x
is called ordinary if x : s for some s 2 S.
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An operator o : s1      sn ! s has n arguments. If si  si1; . . . ; sini : si (16 i
6 n), then it binds ni variables, of base sorts si1; . . . ; sini , in the ith argument. Other-
wise, i.e., if si 2 S, it does not bind any variable in the ith argument.
Definition 2.2. A (many-sorted) binding signature is a pair R  S;O, with S  S
and O  O, such that for all o 2 O, if o : s1      sn ! s, then s1; . . . ; sn; s 2 BS.
Definition 2.3. Let R  S;O be a binding signature. Then a variable domain for
signature R is a set X  Ss2BSVs such that for all s 2 S, Vs  X . For every
s 2 BS, we write Xs for the set fx 2 X j x : sg. We write OVX  and PVX 
for the sets fx 2 X j x is ordinaryg and fx 2 X j x is not ordinaryg, respectively.






Next, in Definition 2.4, we define the notion of binding term. Formation rule 2
shows that variables, with the exception of ordinary variables, have arguments. Vari-
ables are bound in terms formed by formation rule 3. Notice that the terms formed
by application of this rule serve only as arguments of operators.
Definition 2.4. Let R  S;O be a binding signature and X be a variable domain for
R. Then TRX   hTRX sis2BS, the family of sets of binding terms over signature
R and variables X, is inductively defined by the following formation rules:
1. x 2 OVX , x : s) x 2TRX s;
2. x 2 PVX , x : s1; . . . ; sn : s, t1 2TRX s1 ; . . . ; tn 2TRX sn ) xt1; . . . ; tn 2TRX s;
3. x1; . . . ; xn 2 OVX  and mutually distinct, x1 : s1; . . . ; xn : sn, t 2TRX s )
x1; . . . ; xn : t 2TRX s1;...;sn : s;
4. o 2 O, o : s1     sn! s, t1 2TRX s1 ; . . . ; tn 2TRX sn ) ot1; . . . ; tn 2TRX s.
In ot1; . . . ; tn, we usually omit the parentheses whenever n  0. We write TR for
TRVR. For t 2
S
s2BSTRX s, we write st for the s 2 BS such that
t 2TRX s.
Example 2.5. In CCS [28], the operator l is used to define processes recursively. For
example, the expression lx : ax denotes the solution of the equation x  ax, i.e., the
process that will keep on performing action a forever. The recursion operator l is
actually a unary variable binding operator that binds one variable in its argument.
The expression lx : ax abbreviates the binding term lx : ax.
The following definition makes the notion of closed binding term precise. It also
introduces the notions of free and bound occurrence of a variable.
Definition 2.6. An occurrence of a variable x in a term t is bound if the occurrence is
in the term t0 of a subterm of the form x1; . . . ; xn : t0 where x 2 fx1; . . . ; xng; otherwise
it is free. If x has at least one free occurrence in t, it is called a free variable of t. A
term t is closed if it is a term without free variables. We write CTRX  for the family
of sets of closed binding terms hft 2TRX s j t is closedgis2BS. We write CTR for
CTRVR.
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Substitution of binding terms for variables is needed in many occasions. We first
define a notion of substitution restricted to ordinary variables. It allows us to define
the notion of term algebra in the setting of binding algebras (see Section 2.2). Using
the notion of term algebra, we will define a notion of substitution that is not restrict-
ed to ordinary variables. Notice that free and bound occurrences of variables are
treated dierently in substitution.
Definition 2.7. Let R  S;O be a binding signature and X be a variable domain
for R. Then an ordinary substitution r : X !TRX  of terms in TRX  for ordi-
nary variables in X is an S-indexed family of functions hrs : Xs !TRX sis2S . An
ordinary substitution r extends from ordinary variables to terms in the usual
way: rstt is the term obtained by simultaneously replacing in t all free occur-
rences of ordinary variables x by rsxx, renaming bound occurrences of ordi-
nary variables in t if needed to avoid free occurrences of variables in the
replacing terms becoming bound. For every ordinary substitution
r : X !TRX  and t 2TRX s, we write rt or tr for rst. We write
t1; . . . ; tn=x1; . . . ; xn for the ordinary substitution r such that rx1  t1; . . . ;
rxn  tn and rx  x if x 62 fx1; . . . ; xng.
Notice that ordinary substitution is defined up to change of bound variables. This
does not pose any problem, because binding terms that can be obtained from each
other by change of bound variables are semantically equivalent (see Definition
2.9). Indeed, we will introduce an equivalence relation formalizing this identification
(see Definition 2.11).
2.2. Binding algebras
Binding terms are interpreted in binding algebras. Binding algebras constitute a
restricted kind of second-order algebras, suitable to deal with variable binding oper-
ators, which can be regarded as an algebraic generalization of the Frege structures
introduced in Ref. [2].
We define binding algebras with respect to a binding signature. An important con-
dition to be satisfied by a binding algebra is that each term can be given an interpre-
tation in it for any object or function its free variables may stand for. Obviously, the
interpretation of a term depends on the objects and functions that are associated
with its free variables. Assignments, which are defined first, model such associations.
They can be viewed as semantic counterparts of substitutions that are not restricted
to ordinary variables (see Definition 2.16).
Definition 2.8. Let R  S;O be a binding signature and X be a variable domain for
R. Furthermore, let D be a BS-indexed family of sets hDsis2BS. Then an assign-
ment a : X ! D of values inD to variables in X is aBS-indexed family of functions
has : Xs ! Dsis2BS. We write X ! D for the set of all assignments a : X ! D. For
every assignment a : X ! D and x : s, we write ax for asx. For every assignment
a : X ! D, x : s and d 2 Ds, we write ax! d for the a0 : X ! D such that
a0y  ax if y 6 x and a0x  d.
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In Definition 2.9, binding algebras are defined. Rules 1–3 make precise what
the intended interpretation of binding sorts and binding operators are. Rules 1
and 3 are familiar from ordinary many-sorted algebras. Rule 2 shows that bind-
ing sorts other than base sorts are interpreted as sets of functions. Rule 4 makes
the above-mentioned condition on the interpretability of terms in binding alge-
bras precise. In the terminology of Ref. [2], this condition is equivalent to an
explicit closure condition for the interpretations of the binding sorts, and an
F-functional condition for the interpretation of each binding operator (here
F  hDsis2BS).
Definition 2.9. Let R  S;O be a binding signature. Then a binding algebra with
signature R is a pair A  hDsis2BS; hIoio2O, where
1. for each s 2 BS, Ds is a non-empty set, called the carrier set for s;
2. for each s 2 BS n S, s  s1; . . . ; sn : s, Ds  Ds1     Dsn ! Ds;
3. for each o 2 O, o : s1      sn ! s, Io is a function Io : Ds1     Dsn ! Ds,
called the denotation of o;
4. there exists a family of functions
s t  hs t
s
: TRs  VR ! hDsis2BS ! Dsis2BS
such that for all terms and assignments (writing stta for sttast):
(a) sxta  ax;
(b) sxt1; . . . ; tnta  axst1ta; . . . ; stnta;
(c) sx1; . . . ; xn : tta is the function f 2 Dsx1;...;sxn : st such that for all
d1 2 Dsx1; . . . ; dn 2 Dsxn: f d1; . . . ; dn  sttax1!d1...xn!dn;
(d) sot1; . . . ; tnta  Iost1ta; . . . ; stnta.
For a given binding algebra A  D;I, s t is uniquely determined and is called
the family of evaluation functions associated with A. Furthermore, an assignment
a : X ! D, where X is a variable domain for R, is called an assignment in A.
Notice that a term of the form x or ot1; . . . ; tn is evaluated as in the case of ordinary
many-sorted algebras. Notice further that a term of the form x1; . . . ; xn : t can only be
evaluated if it denotes a function that is an element of the carrier set for the sort of
the term.
Example 2.10. We consider the recursion operator from Example 2.5 again. Let R be
a binding signature that includes, among other things, a sort P of processes, a con-
stant 0 :! P, unary operators a : P! P (for certain actions a), and a unary operator
l : P : P! P. Let A  D;I be a binding algebra with signature R. The denota-
tion Il of l is a function Il : DP ! DP ! DP. Notice that, in order to be a bind-
ing algebra with signature R, it is not required that f Ilf   Ilf  for all
f : DP ! DP, i.e., application of Il does not have to yield a fixed point. The binding
term lx : ax is evaluated in A as follows: slx : axta  IlIa. If a assigns Ia to z,
i.e., az  Ia, the binding term zlx : ax is evaluated as follows:
szlx : axta  IaIlIa salx : axta.
Interesting among the binding algebras for a given signature are the term alge-
bras. For their construction, we need an equivalence relation on the binding terms
over the binding signature concerned. Therefore, we first define this equivalence
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relation. It is a version of a-conversion. It identifies terms that can be obtained from
each other by a change of bound variables. Notice that this equivalence relation is a
congruence by construction.
Definition 2.11. Let R  S;O be a binding signature and X be a variable domain
for R. Then _ is the BS-indexed family of least equivalence relations
h _s TRX s TRX sis2BS such that, writing t _ t0 for t _stt0:
1. x1; . . . ; xn : t _ y1; . . . ; yn : ty1; . . . ; yn=x1; . . . ; xn (for mutually distinct variables
y1; . . . ; yn not free in t);
2. x1; . . . ; xn : t _ y1; . . . ; yn : t0 ) tz1; . . . ; zn=x1; . . . ; xn _ t0z1; . . . ; zn=y1; . . . ; yn (for
mutually distinct variables z1; . . . ; zn not free in x1; . . . ; xn : t or y1; . . . ; yn : t0);
3. t _ t0 and x1; . . . ; xn 2 OVX  ) x1; . . . ; xn : t _ x1; . . . ; xn : t0;
4. t1 _ t01, . . ., tn _ t0n, x : st1; . . . ; stn : s) xt1; . . . ; tn _ xt01; . . . ; t0n;
5. t1 _ t01, . . ., tn _ t0n, o : st1      stn ! s) ot1; . . . ; tn _ ot01; . . . ; t0n.
Furthermore, let t 2TRX s and T TRX s for some s 2 BS. Then we write t
for ft0 2TRX s j t _ t0g, and T  for ft j t 2 T g.
It is easy to see that, for all s 2 BS and t; t0 2TRX s, t _ t0 implies that in all bind-
ing algebras A  D;I with signature R we have stta  st0ta for all assignments
a : X ! D.
Example 2.12. For the binding term lx : ax used in Examples 2.5 and 2.10, we have
lx : ax _ ly : ay for variables y : P.
To refer to the interpretations of binding terms in (binding) term algebras, we also
introduce the notation t. The intended meaning of t is simply t if t is not of the
form x1; . . . ; xn : t0. The intended meaning of x1;...;xn : t0  is a function on sets of
_-equivalence classes of terms, viz., the function of which application corresponds
to taking the _-equivalence class of the term obtained by substitution of representa-
tives of the arguments concerned for x1; . . . ; xn in t0.
Definition 2.13. Let R  S;O be a binding signature and X be a variable domain
for R. Furthermore, let t 2TRX s for some s 2 S and let x1; . . . ; xn : t0 2TRX s
for some s 2 BS n S. Then we write t for t, and x1;...;xn : t0  for the function
f : TRX sx1      TRX sxn ! TRX st such that for all t1 2TRX sx1;
. . . ; tn 2TRX sxn we have f t1; . . . ; tn  t0t1; . . . ; tn=x1; . . . ; xn.
Notice that the function denoted by x1;...;xn : t0  is well-defined because _ is a congru-
ence.
Example 2.14. Consider the binding signature R used in Example 2.10 and suppose
that X is a variable domain for R. Let x 2 X be such that x : P. Then x : ax denotes
the function f : TRX P ! TRX P such that for all terms t 2TRX P we have
f t  at.
In Definition 2.15, term algebras are defined. Base sorts are interpreted as sets of
_-equivalence classes of terms. Binding sorts other than base sorts are interpreted as
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sets of functions of the application-by-substitution kind described above on these
sets of _-equivalence classes of terms. Binding operators are interpreted as functions
on these sets of either _-equivalence classes or functions.
Definition 2.15. Let R  S;O be a binding signature and X be a variable domain
for R. Then the binding algebra of terms with signature R on X is the binding algebra
A  hDsis2BS; hIoio2O, where
1. for each s 2 BS, Ds  ft j t 2TRX sg;
2. for each o 2 O, o : s1      sn ! s, Io is the function F : Ds1     Dsn ! Ds
such that for all t1 2TRX s1 ; . . . ; tn 2TRX sn we have F t1; . . . ; tn ot1;...;tn.
The binding algebra of terms with signature R on X is the free algebra with signature
R on X. It is the initial algebra with signature R if X  XR.
The following definition shows that substitutions of binding terms over R and X
for variables in X are closely related to assignments in the binding algebra of terms
with signature R on X.
Definition 2.16. Let R  S;O be a binding signature and X be a variable domain
for R. Furthermore, let s t be the family of evaluation functions associated with
the binding algebra of terms with signature R on X. Then a substitution
r : X !TRX  of terms in TRX  for variables in X is a BS-indexed family of
functions hrs : Xs !TRX sis2BS. The extension of r from variables to terms is a
BS-indexed family of functions hrs : TRX s !TRX sis2BS such that for all
s 2 BS and t 2TRX s we have rst  sttas , where a is the assignment
a : X ! hft j t 2TRX sgis2BS such that for all s 2 BS and x 2 Xs we have
ax  rx. For every substitution r : X !TRX  and t 2TRX s, we write rt
or tr for rst. A substitution r : X !TRX  is closed if rx 2 CTRX  for all
x 2 X . As in case of ordinary substitutions, we write t1; . . . ; tn=x1; . . . ; xn for the sub-
stitution r such that rx1  t1, . . ., rxn  tn and rx  x if x 62 fx1; . . . ; xng.
Substitution extends ordinary substitution from ordinary variables to all variables.
Notice that substitution is defined up to _-equivalence explicitly. Notice further that
rx  x1; . . . ; xn : t) rxt1; . . . ; tn _ trt1; . . . ; rtn=x1; . . . ; xn:
Example 2.17. Consider again the binding signature R used in Example 2.10 and
suppose that X is a variable domain for R. Let x; z 2 X be such that x : P and
z : P : P. Then lx : zx and zlx : zx are binding terms over R and X with free vari-
able z. Substitution of x : ax for z in these terms yields the following results:
lx : zxx : ax=z _ lx : ax and zlx : zxx : ax=z _ alx : ax.
2.3. Transition system specifications
In this section, we generalize the notion of TSS from conventional terms to bind-
ing terms. The meaning of TSSs is discussed in Section 3.
The TSSs of Ref. [24], which originate from Refs. [35], define binary transition re-
lations by means of transition rules with positive premises. An extension to transi-
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tion rules with positive and negative premises was presented in Refs. [10,22] and a
further extension to the specification of unary and binary relations was presented
in Ref. [38]. In all three cases, variable binding operators and many-sortedness are
not supported. Such an extension was first proposed in Ref. [17]. An important dif-
ference between that extension and the one presented here is that in the latter distinc-
tion between formal and actual variables, formal and actual terms, formal and actual
substitutions, etc., is not made. This leads to TSSs that are more closely related to the
original ones than the TSSs of Ref. [17].
We define TSSs in terms of transition rules and transition rules in terms of tran-
sition formulas. We define transition formulas over a binding signature and a
domain of transition predicates. Therefore, we first define the notion of domain of
transition predicates.
We assume a BS-indexed family of mutually disjoint sets of predicates





s2BS Ps are mutually disjoint. We write p : s1      sn to indicate that
p 2 Phs1;...;sni.
A predicate p : s1      sn has n arguments. If si  si1; . . . ; sini : si (16 i6 n), then
it binds ni variables, of base sorts si1; . . . ; sini , in the ith argument. Otherwise, i.e., if
si 2 S, it does not bind any variable in the ith argument.
Definition 2.18. Let R  S;O be a binding signature. Then a domain of transition
predicates on terms over R is a set P  P such that for all p 2 P, if
p : s1      sn, then s1; . . . ; sn 2 BS, s1 2 S and 16 n6 2. A transition predicate
p 2 P is called ordinary if p : s1      sn for some s1; . . . ; sn 2 S.
Just as in Ref. [38], we consider both unary and binary predicates as transition pred-
icates. The restriction that a transition predicate is a unary or binary predicate is for-
mulated here to anticipate its relaxation in Section 5. We do not consider predicates
that bind variables in their first argument as transition predicates. The main reason
for this exclusion is that we cannot conceive of an obvious generalization of the
notion of bisimulation in case variables are bound in the first argument.
Next, in Definition 2.19, we define the notions of positive and negative transition
formula. We also introduce the notion of denial of a transition formula and make
the notion of closed transition formula precise. Like in Refs. [10,22,38], we consider
both positive and negative transition formulas. The formation rule for negative for-
mulas does not allow a negative formula of the form :pt1 for binary predicates p,
i.e., predicates p with p : s1  s2 for some sorts s1 and s2. In Refs. [10,22,38], such
expressions are considered to be negative formulas. We consider them to be abbre-
viations of sets of negative formulas (see also Definition 2.23).
Definition 2.19. Let P be a domain of transition predicates on terms over binding
signature R  S;O. Then FR;P, the set of positive transition formulas over signature
R and transition predicates P, is inductively defined by the following formation rule
(16 n6 2):
p 2 P; p : s1      sn; t1 2TRs1 ; . . . ; tn 2TRsn ) pt1; . . . ; tn 2FR;P;
and FÿR;P, the set of negative transition formulas over signature R and transition
predicates P, is inductively defined by the following formation rule (16 n6 2):
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p 2 P; p : s1      sn; t1 2TRs1 ; . . . ; tn 2TRsn ) :pt1; . . . ; tn 2FÿR;P:
We use in general postfix notation for unary predicates and infix notation for binary
predicates. We write FR;P for F

R;P [FÿR;P. For / 2FR;P, /, the denial of /, is
defined as follows:
1. pt1; . . . ; tm  :pt1; . . . ; tm;
2. :pt1; . . . ; tm  pt1; . . . ; tm.
A positive or negative transition formula / is closed if all terms occurring in it are
closed. We write CFR;P for f/ 2FR;P j / is closedg and CFÿR;P for transition for-
mulas f/ 2FÿR;P j / is closedg. Furthermore, we write CFR;P for CFR;P [ CFÿR;P.
Example 2.20. In previous examples, we used lx :ax as an example of a closed bind-
ing term. Suppose that we have a transition predicate!a : P P. The intended mean-
ing of a transition formula of the form t!a t0 can be explained as follows: process t is
capable of first performing action a and then proceeding as process t0. Hence, the
transition formula lx :ax!a lx :ax expresses that lx :ax is capable of performing
action a forever.
In the following definition, the notion of transition rule is defined. Like in Refs.
[10,22,38], negative formulas are not allowed as conclusions of transition rules.
The notions of substitution instance and closed substitution instance of a transition
rule are also introduced.
Definition 2.21. Let P be a domain of transition predicates on terms over binding
signature R  S;O. Then RR;P, the set of transition rules over signature R and pred-
icates P, is inductively defined by the following formation rule:




Let r  Uw be a transition rule. Then the transition formulas in U are the premises of r
and the transition formula w is the conclusion of r. A transition rule r is closed if all
formulas occurring in it are closed. Substitution extends from terms to formulas and
rules as expected. For every substitution r : V!TR and transition rule r, the tran-
sition rule rr is a substitution instance of r. If r is a closed substitution, the transi-
tion rule rr is a closed substitution instance of r. We write instancesr for the set of
all substitution instances of r, and cinstancesr for the set of all closed substitution
instances of r.
Example 2.22. The transition rule for the recursion operator of CCS is as follows:
zlx : zx !a x0
lx : zx !a x0
:
Finally, the notion of TSS is defined. The main dierence with the original notion
of TSS is that binding terms are used instead of conventional terms. This means not
only that operators may bind variables in their arguments, but also that variables
may have arguments. Having variables that may have arguments obviates the need
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to distinguish two kinds of variables, terms, substitutions, etc., in TSSs, like in
Ref. [17].
Definition 2.23. A TSS is a triple P  R;P;R, where R is a binding signature, P is a
domain of transition predicates on terms over R and R  RR;P. A TSS is positive if all
premises of its transition rules are positive transition formulas. We write instancesR
for the set finstancesr j r 2 Rg, and cinstancesR for the set fcinstancesr j r 2 Rg.
For each p 2 P, p : s1  s2, and t1 2TRs1 , we write :pt1 for the set of formulasf:pt1; t2 j t2 2 CTRs2 g.
Recall that, unlike in Refs. [10,22,38], an expression of the form :pt1 is not con-
sidered to be a negative formula if p is a binary predicate. Instead, it is considered to
be an abbreviation of the set of formulas that contains all formulas :pt1; t2 where t2
is a closed term of the appropriate sort. This leads to some simpler definitions in the
remaining sections.
Example 2.24. We consider a fragment of CCS without restriction and relabeling,
but with recursion. CCS assumes a set N of names. The set A of actions is defined
by A  N [ N [ fsg, where N  fa j a 2 Ng. Elements a 2 N are called co-names
and s is called the silent step. The signature of the TSS for this fragment of CCS con-
sists of the sort P of processes, the inaction constant 0 :! P, an action prefix oper-
ator a : P! P for each action a 2 A, the choice operator  : P P! P, the
composition operator j: P P! P, and the recursion (variable binding) operator
l : P : P! P. The transition predicate domain consists of a binary transition pred-
icate !a : P P for each a 2 A. The transition rules are the transition rules given
below and the transition rule given in Example 2.22 (a 2 A, a 2 N).
ax!a x
x!a x0
x y !a x0
y !a y0
x y !a y 0
x!a x0
x j y !a x0 j y
y !a y 0
x j y !a x j y0
x!a x0; y !a y 0
x j y !s x0 j y 0
x!a x0; y !a y 0
x j y !s x0 j y0
:
3. The meaning of TSSs
In this section, we first introduce the basic notions relevant to the issue of associ-
ating models with TSSs. These basic notions are sucient in case of positive TSSs.
Next, we discuss the principle underlying the association of a model with a positive
TSS. Finally, using this principle as a guideline, we introduce the additional notions
relevant to the issue of associating models with TSSs that are not positive.
The meaning of TSSs with negative premises has been extensively studied for TSSs
that define transition relations on conventional terms, see, e.g., Refs. [1,10,21,22,38].
Most definitions and results generalize naturally to the case of TSSs that define tran-
sition relations on _-equivalence classes of binding terms, which will henceforth of-
ten loosely be referred to as transition relations on binding terms. However, the
smooth generalization is perhaps not apparent because the presentation of the ma-
terial is new here. All work on the meaning of TSSs with negative premises uses
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many results of work on logic programming with negation. An excellent survey of
relevant work in that area is Ref. [3].
3.1. Supported models
We define the notions of model of a TSS and interpretation supported by a TSS.
This requires to introduce first a kind of structures in which transition rules can be
interpreted. We introduce two equivalent kinds: transition systems and Herbrand
interpretations. However, in the sequel, we will focus on Herbrand interpretations.
The most obvious choice of structures for the interpretation of transition rules is
probably the choice of transition systems. They are defined here with respect to a
TSS, but they can alternatively be defined with respect to a binding signature and
a domain of transition predicates.
Definition 3.1. Let P  R;P;R be a TSS. A transition system for P is a family of
relations J  hJpip2P, where
for each p 2 P; p : s1      sn;Jp is a relation
Jp  CTRs1       CTRsn ; called the denotation of p:
So predicates are interpreted as relations on sets of _-equivalence classes of closed
binding terms. This makes precise that we identify binding terms that can be ob-
tained from each other by change of bound variables. This identification of binding
terms induces the following identification of transition formulas.
Definition 3.2. Let P be a domain of transition predicates on terms over binding sig-
nature R  S;O. Then _ is the least equivalence relation _ FR;P FR;P such
that
t1 _ t01; . . . ; tn _ t0n; p : st1      stn
) pt1; . . . ; tn _ pt01; . . . ; t0n;:pt1; . . . ; tn _ :pt01; . . . ; t0n:
Furthermore, let / 2FR;P and U FR;P. Then we write / for
fw 2FR;P j / _ wg, and U for f/ j / 2 Ug.
Another choice of structures for the interpretation of transition rules, customary
in logic programming, is the choice of Herbrand interpretations.
Definition 3.3. Let P  R;P;R be a TSS. A Herbrand interpretation for P is a set
M  CFR;P such that M M.
An Herbrand interpretation is simply a set of transition formulas. The condition
M M implies that either all transition formulas from the same _-equivalence
class are in a Herbrand interpretation or none is. Thus, it is guaranteed that there
exists a bijection between the class of Herbrand interpretations for P and the class
of transition systems for P: a Herbrand interpretation M corresponds to the transi-
tion system J  hJpip2P such that
for each p 2 P; Jp  t1; . . . ; tn  j pt1; . . . ; tn 2Mf g:
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Hence, a transition relation on binding terms over R can be regarded as a set of
closed positive transition formulas over R. Therefore, closed positive transition for-
mulas will sometimes loosely be referred to as transitions. Likewise, closed negative
transition formulas will sometimes be referred to as negative transitions. Because of
the existence of a bijection between the class of Herbrand interpretations for a TSS
and the class of transition systems for it, we can safely focus on Herbrand interpre-
tations. The latter structures make it easier to explain what model is associated with
a TSS that is not positive.
Before we can define what Herbrand interpretations for a TSS are models of that
TSS and what Herbrand interpretations for a TSS are supported by that TSS, we
have to make precise what it means for a transition formula to hold in a Herbrand
interpretation. The following definition states that a positive transition formula
holds in a Herbrand interpretation if it is contained in that Herbrand interpretation
and a negative transition formula holds in a Herbrand interpretation if its denial is
not contained in that Herbrand interpretation.
Definition 3.4. Let M be a Herbrand interpretation for a TSS P  R;P;R. Fur-
thermore, let / 2 CFR;P. Then / holds in M, written M  /, if
1. either / 2 CFR;P and / 2M;
2. or / 2 CFÿR;P and / 62M.
For U  CFR;P, we write M  U to indicate that M  / for all / 2 U.
Notice that M  / i M  /. Next, in Definitions 3.5 and 3.6, we define the no-
tions of model of a TSS and interpretation supported by a TSS. Roughly speaking,
these definitions express that a Herbrand interpretation for a TSS is a model of that
TSS if it obeys the transition rules of the TSS and that a Herbrand interpretation for
a TSS is supported by that TSS if all transitions contained in it are justified by the
transition rules of the TSS.
Definition 3.5. LetM be a Herbrand interpretation for a TSS P  R;P;R. ThenM
is a Herbrand model of P, written M  P , if for all w 2 CFR;P:
M  w ( 9U
w
2 cinstancesR M  U:
Definition 3.6. LetM be a Herbrand interpretation for a TSS P  R;P;R. ThenM
is supported by P if for all w 2 CFR;P:
M  w ) 9U
w
2 cinstancesR M  U:
Finally, we define what Herbrand interpretations for a TSS agree with that TSS.
This notion of agreeing with a TSS, which is used in, e.g., Refs. [21,22,38], is also
known as ‘‘being a supported model of a TSS’’.
Definition 3.7. LetM be a Herbrand interpretation for a TSS P  R;P;R. ThenM
agrees with P if M is a Herbrand model of P and M is supported by P. If M is a
Herbrand interpretation that agrees with P, we say that M is a supported model
of P.
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Example 3.8. Consider the simple TSS with a one-sorted signature consisting of a






As usual, we use the notation c9
a
instead of :c!a . Both fc!a cg and fc!b cg
agree with this TSS.
Every positive TSS has a least supported model with respect to set inclusion. The
least supported model of a positive TSS has two interesting alternative characteriza-
tions, which will be given in Section 3.2.
3.2. Proofs and positive TSSs
We define a general notion of proof from a TSS by allowing to prove transition
rules. The proof of a transition rule Uw corresponds to the proof of the transition for-
mula w under the assumptions U. In Section 3.3, it happens that allowing to prove
transition rules is quite useful.
Definition 3.9. Let P  R;P;R be a TSS. Then a proof of a transition rule Uw from P
is a well-founded, upwardly branching tree of which the nodes are labelled by formu-
las in FR;P, such that
1. the root is labelled by w;
2. if a node is labelled by / and U0 is the set of labels of the nodes directly above this
node, then there exists a w0 such that / _ w0 and




A transition rule r is provable from P, written P ` r, if there exists a proof of r from
P. A positive transition formula / is provable from P, written P ` /, if there exists a
proof of ;/ from P.
Example 3.10. In Example 2.20, we used lx : ax!a lx : ax as an example of a tran-
sition formula. The proof of lx : ax!a lx : ax is as follows:
alx : ax!a lx : ax
lx : ax!a lx : ax
The non-root node is obtained from the first rule given in Example 2.24 with substi-
tution of lx : ax for x. The root node is obtained from the non-root node and the rule
for the recursion operator given in Example 2.22 with substitution of x : ax for z and
lx : ax for x0 (see also Example 2.17).
It is easy to see that, if / 2 U() 9/0 2 U0  / _ /0, /0 2 U0 () 9/ 2 U  /0 _ /
and w _ w0, then P ` Uw() P ` U
0
w0. We have the following soundness result:
If P ` U
w
; then for all Herbrand models M of P ;M  U)M  w:
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The intended model of a positive TSS reflects the idea that the following principle
implicitly applies to a TSS: ‘‘the only transition formulas that hold in the intended
model are those derivable from the transition rules.’’
Definition 3.11. The intended Herbrand model of a positive TSS P  R;P;R, writ-
ten MP , is the Herbrand model f/ 2 CFR;P j P ` /g.
Clearly, every positive TSS has a unique intended Herbrand model. Moreover, the
intended Herbrand model of a positive TSS is the least supported model of that
TSS. The intended model of a positive TSS can also be characterized by means of
the immediate consequence operator originating from Ref. [13]. The immediate con-
sequence operator for a TSS P applied to a Herbrand interpretation M yields the
smallest Herbrand interpretation containing all closed positive transition formulas
that are immediate consequences of the closed transition formulas that hold in M
and the transition rules of P.
Definition 3.12. Let P  R;P;R be a TSS. Then the immediate consequence opera-
tor for P is the unary function TP on Herbrand interpretations for P such that for all
Herbrand interpretations M for P:
TP M 
[
w j w 2 CFR;P and 9
U
w
2 cinstancesR  M  U
 
:
For all Herbrand interpretations M for a positive TSS P  R;P;R:
1. TP M M()M is a Herbrand model of P,
2. TP MP  MP ;
i.e., M is a Herbrand model of P i M is closed under TP and the intended Herbrand
model MP is the least Herbrand interpretation closed under TP – as well as the least
supported model of P. In case P is not positive, the existence of a least Herbrand
interpretation closed under TP – and also of a least supported model of P – is not
guaranteed.
Example 3.13. Consider the simple positive TSS P with a one-sorted signature con-





According to Definition 3.11, MP  fc!a f nc j n P 0g. Obviously, we have
TP MP  MP .
3.3. Stable models
In case a TSS is not positive, it is possible that proofs exist for transition rules Nw,
where N is a non-empty set of closed negative transition formulas and w is a closed
positive transition formula. Such proofs can never be extended to proofs of the con-
clusions concerned because no rule of a TSS has a negative transition formula as its
conclusion. This means that for the intended model of a TSS that is not positive, it is
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reasonable to adapt the principle that implicitly applies to a TSS as follows: ‘‘the
only transition formulas that hold in the intended model are those derivable from
the transition rules under assumption of negative transition formulas that do not
lead to inconsistencies.’’ In order to formalize this principle, it is useful to introduce
an operator that replaces in a TSS the original transition rules by the provable closed
transition rules without positive premises.









Adopting the above-mentioned principle, we conclude that the intended model of a
TSS P  R;P;R must be a model M such that TP M M. Such a model is
called a stable model of P. Stable models were first introduced in Ref. [20] to give
a semantics of logic programming with negation.
However, even in case the adapted principle is applied, it is possible that there re-
main closed positive transition formulas / for which it is not possible to decide
whether / holds in the intended model or not. In such cases, the TSS concerned is
called incomplete. Clearly, an incomplete TSS does not have a (stable) model that
can be designated as its intended model. In other words, an incomplete TSS does
not have a least stable model, i.e., a model M such that TP M M. Besides, an
unsound transition rule, i.e., a rule with a premise that contradicts the conclusion,
is simply ignored in case the adapted principle is applied. For these reasons, we
use the auxiliary notion of partial Herbrand interpretation to define the intended
model of a TSS that is not positive.
Example 3.15. Consider the simple TSS with a one-sorted signature consisting of a








The Herbrand interpretation fc!a cg is a stable model of this TSS, although the
premise and conclusion of the last transition rule contradict each other.
Definition 3.16. Let P  R;P;R be a TSS. A partial Herbrand interpretation for P
is a pair M  M;Mÿ, with sets M;Mÿ  CFR;P such that M M and
Mÿ Mÿ. A partial Herbrand interpretation M for P is consistent if
M \Mÿ  ;. A partial Herbrand interpretation M for P is total if
M [Mÿ  CFR;P. Let M  M;Mÿ and N  N;Nÿ be partial Herbrand
interpretations for P. Then M N i M N and Mÿ Nÿ.
The intuition is that the positive component M contains the transitions that cer-
tainly hold and the negative component Mÿ contains the transitions that certainly
do not hold. Thus, a unique partial Herbrand model can be associated with all
TSSs, even the incomplete ones. The conditions M M and Mÿ Mÿ
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imply that either all transition formulas from the same _-equivalence class are in
one of the two components of a partial Herbrand interpretation or none is. Obvi-
ously, every Herbrand interpretation M for a TSS P  R;P;R can be identified
with the total, consistent partial Herbrand interpretation M;CFR;P nM. The or-
dering  on partial Herbrand interpretations is called the information ordering on
partial Herbrand interpretations: if M N, then the transitions about which N
contains status information include the transitions about which M contains status
information. Partial Herbrand interpretations were first introduced in Ref. [15] in
the context of logic programming. They are also known as three-valued Herbrand
interpretations.
We will define an immediate consequence operator on partial Herbrand interpre-
tations as well. Before we can do so, we have to make precise what it means for a
transition formula to hold in a partial Herbrand interpretation. The following defi-
nition states that a positive transition formula holds in a partial Herbrand interpre-
tation if it is contained in the positive component of that partial Herbrand
interpretation and a negative transition formula holds in a partial Herbrand inter-
pretation if its denial is contained in the negative component of that partial Her-
brand interpretation.
Definition 3.17. Let M  M;Mÿ be a partial Herbrand interpretation for a TSS
P  R;P;R. In addition, let / 2 CFR;P. Then / holds in M, written M 3 /, if
1. either / 2 CFR;P and / 2M;
2. or / 2 CFÿR;P and / 2Mÿ.
For U  CFR;P, we write M 3 U to indicate that M 3 / for all / 2 U. Further-
more, we write M3 U to indicate that M 3 / for some / 2 U.
In Definition 3.18, we define an immediate consequence operator on partial Her-
brand interpretations. This operator takes into account that a TSS may be incom-
plete: it yields both the closed positive transition formulas of which it can be
decided that they are immediate consequences and the ones of which it can be decid-
ed that they are not immediate consequences.
Definition 3.18. Let P  R;P;R be a TSS. Then the immediate consequence
operator for P for partial Herbrand interpretations is the unary function T3P on
partial Herbrand interpretations for P such that for all partial Herbrand interpreta-
tions M  M;Mÿ for P:
T3P M  N;Nÿ  where
N 
[
w j w 2 CFR;P and 9
U
w





w j w 2 CFR;P and 8
U
w
2 cinstancesR  M 3 U
 
:
Example 3.19. Consider the simple TSS P with a one-sorted signature consisting of a
constant c and a unary operator f only, a transition predicate !a , and the following
transition rules:
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c!a c
x9a c
f x !a c
The partial Herbrand interpretation ff 2nc !a c j n P 0g; ff 2n1c !a c j n P 0g is
the least partial Herbrand interpretation, with respect to the information ordering,
closed under T3P . It is also consistent and total.
Using Definitions 3.14 and 3.18, we now define the counterpart of stable models
for partial Herbrand interpretations.
Definition 3.20. A partial stable model of a TSS P  R;P;R is a partial Herbrand
interpretation M for P such that T3P  M M, where  is the information order-
ing; i.e., a partial stable model is a partial Herbrand interpretation closed under
T3P  . There exists a unique least partial stable model for any TSS. The least partial
stable model is consistent for any TSS. We write M3P for the least partial stable
model of P.
Example 3.21. Consider the simple TSS P from Example 3.19. Obviously, the partial
Herbrand interpretation ff 2nc !a c j n P 0g; ff 2n1c !a c j n P 0g is also the
least partial Herbrand interpretation closed under T3P  . Hence, it is the least partial
stable model of P.
Because the immediate consequence operator for partial Herbrand interpretations
yields consequences on the basis of what certainly holds and what certainly does
not hold, this operator also prevents unsound transition rules from being unnoticed.
Unsound transition rules lead to the partial stable model ;; ;. Least partial stable
models were shown in Ref. [32] to coincide with the well-founded models introduced
earlier in Ref. [19] in the context of logic programming.
There exists a least partial stable model for every TSS. However, we are only in-
terested in those TSSs of which the least partial stable model can be identified with
a stable model.
Definition 3.22. A TSS P is meaningful if its least partial stable model M3P is
total.
In Ref. [21], a lot of evidence is given for the claim that the definition of meaning-
ful TSS given above is the most general one without undesirable properties. Occa-
sionally, we may also be interested in TSSs of which the least partial stable model
is not total. However, excluded are occasions on which it is essential that it can be
decided for every transition whether it holds in the intended model or not. Hence,
excluded are occasions on which it must be derivable from the TSS concerned wheth-
er two terms are bisimilar, such as in case of a transition rule format guaranteeing
that bisimulation is a congruence. Devising a stratification [38] for a TSS is a proven
technique to check whether it is meaningful.
Definition 3.23. The intended Herbrand model of a meaningful TSS P  R;P;R,
written MP , is the Herbrand model of P such that M3P  MP ;CFR;P nMP . MP
is also called the Herbrand model associated with P.
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Clearly for positive TSSs, Definition 3.11 coincides with Definition 3.23. In other
words, for positive TSSs, least supported models and least stable models
coincide.
Example 3.24. In Example 3.8, a TSS was given which has two minimal supported
models. The intended model of that TSS is fc!b cg. In Example 3.15, a TSS was giv-
en which has a stable model, although it has a transition rule with a premise con-
tradicting the conclusion. That TSS does not have an intended model. In Example
3.19, a TSS was given which has a least partial stable model that is total (see also
Example 3.21). The intended model of that TSS is ff 2nc !a c j n P 0g.
4. Bisimulation as a congruence
In this section, we first generalize the notion of bisimulation to TSSs that define
transition relations on binding terms. Next, we generalize the transition rule format
known as the panth format [38] accordingly. The main result of this paper is that the
generalized panth format guarantees that generalized bisimulation is a congruence.
The proof of the congruence theorem is outlined in Appendix B.
Bisimulation is a frequently used equivalence to abstract from irrelevant details of
operational semantics. Originally introduced in modal logic, it was introduced in
process theory in Ref. [31]. The first format guaranteeing that bisimulation is a con-
gruence appears to be the de Simone format [35]. The original panth format gener-
alizes the ntyft/ntyxt format of Ref. [22] for unary predicates, which in turn
extends the tyft/tyxt format of Ref. [24] with negative premises. The original panth
format also extends the path format of Ref. [6] with negative premises, and the path
format in turn generalizes the tyft/tyxt format for unary predicates. The well-known
GSOS format [9], which supports only binary predicates and both positive and neg-
ative premises, but which is more restrictive than the ntyft/ntyxt format, guarantees
other useful properties.
4.1. Bisimulation
In Definition 4.1, we define the notion of bisimulation based on a TSS for TSSs
that define transition relations on binding terms. Rule 1 is needed because we iden-
tify binding terms that can be obtained from each other by change of bound vari-
ables. Rule 2 and 3 are familiar from ordinary (strong) bisimulation. Rule 4 is
reminiscent of the closure-under-substitutions property of open bisimulation equiv-
alence, an equivalence proposed for the p-calculus in Ref. [34].
Definition 4.1. Let P  R;P;R, where R  S;O, be a TSS. Then a bisimulation B
based on P is a family of symmetric binary relations hBs  CTRs  CTRsis2BS such
that, writing Bt; t0 for Bstt; t0:
1. t _ t0 ) Bt; t0;
2. Bt1; t01 and pt1; t2 2MP ) 9t02  pt01; t02 2MP and Bt2; t02;
3. Bt1; t01 and pt1 2MP ) pt01 2MP ;
4. Bx1; . . . ; xn : t; y1; . . . ; yn : t0 ) 8t1 2 CTRsx1 ; . . . ; tn 2 CTRsxn
Btt1; . . . ; tn=x1; . . . ; xn; t0t1; . . . ; tn=y1; . . . ; yn.
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Two closed terms t; t0 2 CTRs (s 2 BS) are bisimilar in P, written tÿ$P t0, if there
exists a bisimulation B such that Bt; t0.
Example 4.2. Consider the TSS for a fragment of CCS from Example 2.24. It follows
from rule 2 of Definition 4.1 that at and at  at are bisimilar for all closed terms t of
this fragment. It follows from this result and rule 4 of Definition 4.1, that also x : ax
and y : ay  ay are bisimilar.
4.2. Panth format
In Definition 4.3, we generalize the panth format of Ref. [38] to TSSs that define
transition relations on binding terms. There is no essential dierence between the
panth format defined in Ref. [38] and the one defined here if only conventional terms
are used in the transition rules. Rules 1, 3 and 4 of Definition 4.3 correspond closely
to the rules of the definition given in Ref. [1] for TSSs that define transition relations
on conventional terms. However, that definition would restrict the possible forms of
the first argument of a conclusion to x and ox1; . . . ; xn. Rule 2 is only needed be-
cause we chose to treat expressions of the form :pt1 as abbreviations if p is a binary
predicate.
Definition 4.3. Let P  R;P;R be a TSS. Then a transition rule r  Uw 2 R is in
panth format if it satisfies the following restrictions:
1. for each positive premise of the form pt1; t2 2 U, the second argument t2 is a vari-
able;
2. for each negative premise of the form :pt1; t2 2 U, the second argument t2 is a
closed term;
3. the conclusion w has the form pt1 or pt1; t2, where in either case the first argu-
ment t1 has one of the following forms:
(a) x,
(b) xx1; . . . ; xn,
(c) ou1; . . . ; un, where ui (16 i6 n) is a variable or a term of the form
x1; . . . ; xm : xx1; . . . ; xm;
4. the variables that occur as second argument of positive premises of the form
pt1; t2 or as free variable of the first argument of the conclusion are mutually dis-
tinct.
The TSS P is in panth format if each transition rule r 2 R is in panth format.
Example 4.4. Consider the TSS for a fragment of CCS from Example 2.24. It is
straightforward to see that this TSS is in panth format. In all transition rules, all
premises are positive and have two arguments of which the second one is a variable.
Hence, restrictions 1 and 2 are met by all transition rules. In all transition rules, ex-
cept the one for the recursion operator, the first argument of the conclusion has the
form ox1; . . . ; xn. In the transition rule for the recursion operator, the first argument
of the conclusion has the form ox1 : xx1. Hence, restriction 3 is met by all transi-
tion rules as well. It is also easy to check that restriction 4 is met by all transition
rules.
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In Definitions 4.5 and 4.6, we define the notion of well-founded transition rule
and the related notion of pure transition rule. These notions are used in the
proofs of the congruence theorems from Refs. [10,38]. The proofs concerned
make use of the result from Ref. [16] that a TSS in ntyft/ntyxt format or panth
format can be transformed into an equivalent TSS in the format concerned with
transition rules that are well-founded. This result extends to the generalized panth
format presented above if only ordinary transition predicates, i.e., transition pred-
icates that do not bind any variable in their arguments, are used in positive
premises.
Definition 4.5. Let P  R;P;R be a TSS. In addition let U FR;P. Then the vari-
able dependency graph of U is a directed unlabeled graph with the variables occurring
in U as nodes and as edges:
x; x0  j 9pt; t0 2 U  x is a free variable of t and x0 is a free variable of t0 	:
U is well-founded if every backward chain of edges in its variable dependency graph
is finite. A transition rule r  Uw 2 R is well-founded if the set f/ 2 U j / 2FR;Pg
is well-founded. The TSS P is well-founded if each transition rule r 2 R is well-
founded.
Definition 4.6. Let P  R;P;R be a TSS and r 2 R. A variable x is free in r if it is a
free variable of an argument of either a premise of r or the conclusion of r, but does
not occur as second argument of a positive premise of the form pt1; t2 or as free
variable of the first argument of the conclusion. The transition rule r is pure if r is
well-founded and there are no variables free in r.
Notice that free variables of an argument of a premise or the conclusion are not nec-
essarily free in the rule.
The following result shows that a meaningful TSS in panth format is equivalent to
one that is well-founded if only ordinary transition predicates are used in positive
premises.
Theorem 4.7. Let P  R;P;R be a meaningful TSS in panth format. If all transition
predicates occurring in positive premises of rules in R are ordinary, then there exists a
well-founded TSS P 0  R;P;R0 in panth format with MP 0 MP .
Proof. The proof is outlined in Appendix B. First, we prove the case of TSSs that
only define binary relations. The proof amounts to careful checking of the proof of
Theorem 5.4 from Ref. [16] – a well-foundedness theorem for the ntyft/ntyxt for-
mat – and adapting it to the case with variable binding operators where needed.
Next, we make use of an immediate corollary of the proof of Theorem 4.9: a
TSS that defines unary relations as well can be transformed into a TSS that only
defines binary relations such that the models associated with the TSSs are isomor-
phic. 
It is an open question whether Theorem 4.7 can be proved without the restriction to
ordinary transition predicates in positive premises. The course pursued in the proof
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of Theorem 5.4 from Ref. [16] cannot be pursued if this restriction is not made. The
problem experienced in that case is illustrated in Example 4.8.
Example 4.8. Consider the one-sorted signature with a sort S, a constant c :! S and
a binary operator f : S S! S, and the following two transition predicates on
terms over this signature: !a : S S and !b : S S : S. The transition rule over this
signature and these predicates given below is in panth format, but it is not well-
founded.
zx !a y; y !b z
f x; y !a c
For a TSS containing this transition rule, we cannot conceive a transformation to an
equivalent TSS that is well-founded.
4.3. Congruence theorem
The following result shows that bisimulation is a congruence if well-founded tran-
sition rules in panth format are used.
Theorem 4.9. Let P  R;P;R be a meaningful TSS in panth format. If P is well-
founded, then ÿ$P is a congruence.
Proof. The proof is outlined in Appendix B. First, we prove the case of TSSs that
only define binary relations. The proof amounts to careful checking of the proof
of Theorem 8.13 from Ref. [10] – the congruence theorem for the ntyft/ntyxt format
– and adapting it to the case with variable binding operators where needed. Next, we
show that each TSS that defines unary relations as well can be reduced to a TSS that
only defines binary relations, while preserving bisimilarity. This is straightforward in
the many-sorted case. 
Usually, proofs of congruence theorems are intricate. This includes the proof of the
congruence theorem from Ref. [10]. Fortunately, the proof of Theorem 4.9 goes for
the greater part exactly like the proof of that congruence theorem. The following is a
corollary of Theorems 4.7 and 4.9.
Corollary 4.10. Let P  R;P;R be a meaningful TSS in panth format. If all transi-
tion predicates occurring in positive premises of rules in R are ordinary, then ÿ$P is a
congruence.
In case not all transition predicates occurring in positive premises are ordinary, well-
foundedness has to be checked.
Example 4.11. Consider the TSS for a fragment of CCS from Example 2.24. Because
it is a positive TSS, we have immediately that it is a meaningful TSS. Moreover, it is
in panth format (see also Example 4.4). All transition predicates are ordinary.
Hence, by Corollary 4.10, bisimilation is a congruence in that TSS.
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5. Given sorts and parametrization
In various applications of TSSs, it is impractical and unnecessary to provide the
terms of certain sorts with an operational semantics because there exists a fully es-
tablished semantics for them. We will call such sorts given sorts. It is common to
identify terms of given sorts if they are semantically equivalent. This can be formal-
ized as follows. First of all, we introduce , the (sort-indexed) family of least congru-
ence relations on binding terms that includes both _ and the equivalence induced by
the semantics for the terms of given sorts. Next, we replace in the definitions of Sec-
tions 3 and 4 all occurrences of _ by . These replacements slightly alter the notions
of transition system, Herbrand interpretation, proof, partial Herbrand interpreta-
tion, and bisimulation. Indirectly, they also alter the immediate consequence opera-
tors (TP and T
3
P ), the partial stable models for a TSS, and the intended Herbrand
model of a TSS (MP ). In all cases, the alteration is simply that more terms are iden-
tified. Finally, we replace clause (c) of rule 3 in the definition of the panth format
(Definition 4.3) by the following clause:
c0 ou1; . . . ; un; where ui 16 i6 n is a variable or a term of the form
x1; . . . ; xm : xx1; . . . ; xm or a term of a given sort;
This modification permits, for given sorts s, that a term of sort s is used where the orig-
inal rule only permits that a variable of sort s is used. The congruence theorem goes
through in the case of TSSs with given sorts (obviously with the altered definitions
of bisimulation and panth format). The proof goes like the proof of Theorem 4.9.
Distinguishing given sorts does not only make it possible to relax the panth for-
mat. It also allows for TSSs that define parametrized transition relations, where the
parameters are closed terms of given sorts. Put dierently, we can relax the restric-
tion that a transition predicate p is a predicate p : s1      sn with 16 n6 2 to
the restriction that a transition predicate p is a predicate p : s1      sn with at most
two sorts among s1; . . . ; sn that are not given sorts. Suppose that p is a parametrized
transition predicate p : s1      sn and i1; . . . ; ik (nÿ 26 k6 nÿ 1) are the indices
of the given sorts in increasing order. Then we can take a fresh predicate pt1;...;tk
for each closed term t1 of sort si1 , . . ., closed term tk of sort sik . It is easy to see that
carrying on in this way, we can reduce any TSS that defines parametrized transition
relations to a TSS that only defines unparametrized – unary and binary – transition
relations, while preserving bisimilarity.
Example 5.1. In Appendix A, a TSS of BPAsat with integration (see Ref. [5]) is given.
It is a TSS that defines parametrized transition relations. The sort RP 0 of non-
negative real numbers and the sort PRP 0 of sets of non-negative real numbers
are considered given sorts. There is one transition rule with a negative premise.
Moreover, a variable binding operator, viz., the integration operator
R
, is involved.
There exists a stratification for this TSS and consequently it is meaningful. It is easy
to see that the TSS is in the relaxed panth format. In addition, all transition predi-
cates concerned are ordinary. Hence, ÿ$P is a congruence.
In Ref. [18], in which the tyft/tyxt format has essentially been extended to deal
with many-sortedness, given sorts and parametrized transition relations, there is a
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need for restrictions on the rule format concerning the distinctness of the free vari-
ables of the arguments of given sorts and a compatibility condition with respect to
the equivalence induced by the semantics for the terms of given sorts. We do not
need such restrictions because we look at transition systems that consist of transition
relations on -equivalence classes of closed terms (see Section 3), instead of transi-
tion relations on closed terms. This approach to the meaning of TSSs, chosen on se-
mantic grounds, guarantees that terms of given sorts cannot prevent bisimulation
equivalence from being a congruence.
Example 5.2. From the TSS of BPAsat given in Appendix A, we can immediately
prove h~a; 0i!a hp; 0i and h~a; 0i!a hp; 1ÿ 1i (for any action a). In our approach, these
formulas refer to the same transition. In the approach of Ref. [18], they refer to dif-
ferent transitions – which can be exchanged for each other in so far as bisimulation is
concerned.
6. Concluding remarks
The notion of TSS was first introduced in Ref. [24] and then generalized in Ref.
[6,10,22,38]. We generalized it further to cover variable binding operators and
many-sortedness. We found that the notions of bisimulation and panth format gen-
eralize naturally to the generalized TSSs, and moreover that in the generalized set-
ting bisimulation is still a congruence for meaningful TSSs in panth format.
Therefore, we expect that the applicability of TSSs to provide process calculi, spec-
ification languages and programming languages with an operational semantics has
been improved. The generalized TSSs can amongst other things deal with: the inte-
gration operator
R
of real time ACP [4], the sum operator
P
of lCRL [23], and the
recursion operator l of CSP [25] and CCS [28]. If the p-calculus [29] would separate
names and variables, guaranteeing that distinct constants remain distinct, p-calculus
features such as input action prefixes xy and the restriction operator m could be
dealt with as well.
Our main motivation to take up the work presented in this paper stems directly
from work on an integrated treatment of all versions of ACP with timing [5]. That
work created the need of a generalization of the framework from Ref. [38] that takes
variable binding operators and many-sortedness into account. The notion of TSS
was already generalized to deal with variable binding operators and many-sortedness
in Ref. [17]. That paper gives syntactic criteria for the (operational) conservativity
property of extensions, but not for the congruence property of bisimulation equiva-
lence. Initially, we tried to generalize the congruence result of Ref. [38] to the gener-
alized TSSs of Ref. [17]. This turned out to be far from straightforward because of
the distinction made between formal and actual variables, formal and actual terms,
formal and actual substitutions, etc. In addition, it was an obstacle that there is little
semantic clarification in Ref. [17] of the notations introduced. Therefore, we chose to
introduce an alternative generalization. We did not give syntactic criteria for con-
servativity of extensions, which is important in cases where an existing calculus or
language is extended with new features. We keep this topic for future research,
but we expect that it is easy to generalize the relevant results of Ref. [12] or to adapt
the results of Ref. [17].
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The generalized TSSs presented in this paper are TSSs that define transition
relations on binding terms. Binding terms are basically second-order terms of a
restricted kind, suitable to deal with variable binding operators. As a result, bind-
ing terms are not meant to deal with general second-order operators. Binding
terms do not support higher-order operators other than the second-order operators
that can be regarded as variable binding operators. Consequently, the generalized
TSSs are not appropriate to provide higher-order process calculi and higher-order
functional programming languages with an operational semantics. Approaches to
structural operational semantics for the higher-order case has been studied exten-
sively by others.
Approaches for higher-order process calculi are investigated, for example, in
Ref. [8]. In that paper attention is concentrated on CHOCS-like process calculi
[37]. The paper introduces higher-order transition rules that define typed transi-
tion relations. Higher-order versions of bisimulation and the GSOS format are
also proposed. Interesting is that for the restriction to the second-order case an-
other version of bisimulation, called white bisimulation, is proposed and a cor-
responding congruence result is given. White bisimulation generalizes
bisimulation as defined in Section 4.1 from binding terms to general second-order
terms.
Approaches to structural operational semantics for (higher-order) functional
programming languages are investigated, for example, in Ref. [26]. Just like most
other papers on this issue, the focus in that paper is a restricted kind of transi-
tion systems and a variant of bisimulation, known as evaluation systems and ap-
plicative bisimulation, respectively. The proposed approach requires to distinguish
two kinds of variables, terms, substitutions, etc., – like in Ref. [17]. A transition
rule format is proposed for which a congruence result is given. The format con-
cerned is virtually incomparable with the generalized panth format defined in Sec-
tion 4.2. In Ref. [33], which has been inspired by Howe [26], another format,
called the GDSOS format, is introduced. That format is more restrictive, but
guarantees other properties which permit, for example, to use a kind of fixed-
point induction.
Higher-order features of process calculi, and programming languages and specifi-
cation languages, can sometimes be dealt with in a first-order framework by apposite
choice of auxiliary sorts and operators, and parametrized transition predicates in the
sense of Section 5. This is illustrated in Ref. [7]. In that paper, a generalization of the
tyft/tyxt format, called the promoted tyft/tyxt format, is proposed for which a con-
gruence result is given. This format applies to parametrized transition predicates
with only one parameter. The promoted tyft/tyxt format impose restrictions on
the parameter which are weaker than the requirement that the sort of the parameter
must be a given sort.
Appendix A. TSS of BPAsat with integration
In this appendix, we give the signature, the domain of transition predicates
and the transition rules of BPAsat with integration. In BPAsat, basic standard real
time process algebra with absolute timing, parallelism and communication are not
considered. The integration operator
R
provides for alternative composition over a
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continuum of alternatives. In BPAsat, a set A of actions is assumed. P is the sort of
processes.
The signature of BPAsat consists of an urgent action constant ~a :! P for each
a 2 A, the urgent deadlock constant ~d :! P, the immediate deadlock constant
_d :! P, the alternative composition operator  : P P! P, the sequential composi-
tion operator  :! P P! P, the absolute delay operator rabs : RP 0  P! P, and
the integration (variable binding) operator
R
: PRP 0  RP 0:P! P.
The process ~a is only capable of performing action a, immediately followed by
successful termination, at time 0. The process ~d, although existing at time 0, is inca-
pable of doing anything. The process _d is the process that exhibits inconsistent timing
at time 0. This means that _d, dierent from ~d, does not exist at time 0 and hence caus-
es a time stop at time 0. The process r pabsx is the process x shifted in time by p. Thus,
the process r pabs~d is capable of idling from time 0 up to and including time p – and
at time p it gets incapable of doing anything – whereas the process r pabs _d is only
capable of idling from time 0 upto, but not including, time p. So r pabs _d cannot reach
time p.
We need four kinds of transition predicates:
The four kinds of transition predicates are called the action step, action termination,
time step and immediate deadlock predicates. We will only define transition relations
for which ht; pi!a ht0; qi and ht; pi!a hp; qi never hold if p 6 q. The four kinds of tran-
sition predicates can be explained as follows:
The transition rules for BPAsat with integration are given in Tables 1 and 2.
These rules are easy to understand. We will only explain the rules for the absolute
delay operator (rabs). The rules in the second row express that the action related
capabilities of a process r0absx at time p include those of process x at time p
and that the action related capabilities of a process rrabsx (r > 0) at time p  r in-
clude those of process x at time p shifted in time by r. The first and second rule in
the fifth row express that a process rrabsx (r > 0) can idle from any time p P 0 to
any time p0 < r and that it can also idle to time r provided that process x can reach
time 0. The third rule in the fifth row expresses that the time related capabilities of
a process rqabsx (q P 0) at time p  q include those of process x at time p shifted in
time by q.
a predicate h ; i !a h ; i : P RP 0  P RP 0 for each a 2 A,
a predicate h ; i !a hp; i : P RP 0  RP 0 for each a 2 A,
a predicate h ; i 7! h ; i : P RP 0  P RP 0,
a predicate ID  : P.
ht; pi !a ht0; pi: process t is capable of first performing action a at time p and then
proceeding as process t0;
ht; pi !a hp; pi: process t is capable of first performing action a at time p and then
terminating successfully;
ht; pi 7! ht0; qi: process t is capable of first idling from time p to time q and then
proceeding as process t0;
IDt: process t is not capable of reaching time 0.
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Appendix B. Outline of proofs
Theorem 4.7 (Well-foundedness). Let P  R;P;R be a meaningful TSS in panth
format. If all transition predicates occurring in positive premises of rules in R are
ordinary, then there exists a well-founded TSS P 0  R;P;R0 in panth format with
MP 0 MP .
Proof. If Theorem 5.4 from Ref. [16] goes through for many-sorted terms with vari-
able binding in case all transition predicates occurring in positive premises are ordi-
nary, the theorem follows immediately. It is straightforward to check that Theorem
Table 2
Additional rules for integration
hPq; pi!a hx0; pi; q 2 V
hRv2V P v; pi!a hx0; pi
hP q; pi!a hp; pi; q 2 V
hRv2V P v; pi!a hp; pi
hPq; pi 7! hx0; p0i; q 2 V
hRv2V P v; pi 7! hRv2V P v; p0i
IDRv2; P v IDP qIDRv2fqg Pv ID
R
v2V P v; ID
R
v2W Pv
IDRv2V [W P v
a 2 A; P : RP 0 : P; x0 : P; p; q; r; v : RP 0; V ;W : PRP 0
Table 1
Rules for operational semantics of BPAsat
h~a; 0i!a hp; 0i
hx; pi!a hx0; pi
hr0absx; pi!
a hx0; pi
hx; pi!a hx0; pi; 0 < r
hrrabsx; p  ri!
a hrrabsx0; p  ri
hx; pi!a hp; pi
hrqabsx; p  qi!
a hp; p  qi
hx; pi!a hx0; pi
hx y; pi!a hx0; pi
hy; pi!a hy0; pi
hx y; pi!a hy 0; pi
hx; pi!a hp; pi
hx y; pi!a hp; pi
hy; pi!a hp; pi
hx y; pi!a hp; pi
hx; pi!a hx0; pi
hx  y; pi!a hx0  y; pi
hx; pi!a hp; pi







p < p0; p0 < r
hrrabsx; pi 7! hrrabsx; p0i
:IDx; p < r
hrrabsx; pi 7! hrrabsx; ri
hx; pi 7! hx; p0i
hrqabsx; p  qi 7! hrqabsx; p0  qi
hx; pi 7! hx; p0i
hx y; pi 7! hx y; p0i
hy; pi 7! hy; p0i
hx y; pi 7! hx y; p0i
hx; pi 7! hx; p0i
hx  y; pi 7! hx  y; p0i
a 2 A; x; x0; y; y 0 : P; p; p0; q; r; v : RP 0
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5.4 from Ref. [16] goes through. The proof presented in Ref. [16] makes, directly or
indirectly, use of Lemma 3.2 and adaptations of Lemmas and Theorems 4.1, 4.5 and
4.9 from that paper. It is immediately clear that Lemma 3.2 goes through for many-
sorted terms with variable binding seeing that its proof does not depend on the term
structure. The proof of the adaptation of Lemma 4.1 needs a slight adaptation of the
substitutions because the operators may now be variable binding operators. In the
proofs of the adaptations of Theorems 4.5 and 4.9, it is now necessary to make case
distinctions wherever the form of the first argument of premises or conclusions mat-
ters because it may have the form xx1; . . . ; xn as well. However, the additional cases
are similar to the the original ones. 
Theorem 4.9 (Congruence). Let P  R;P;R, where R  S;O, be a meaningful
TSS in panth format. If P is well-founded, then ÿ$P is a congruence.
Proof. First, we prove the case that all predicates in P are binary predicates. Next,
we show that, if there are also unary predicates in P, we can construct from the TSS
P a new TSS P 0 without unary predicates such that two closed terms over R are
bisimilar in P if and only if they are bisimilar in P 0.
Theorem 8.13 from Ref. [10] covers the case that all predicates in P are binary
predicates for single-sorted terms without variable binding. In that theorem the re-
quirement of well-foundedness is omitted because it follows from Theorem 5.4 from
Ref. [16] that it can be omitted. Theorem 8.13 from Ref. [10] goes through for many-
sorted terms with variable binding if we add the requirement of well-foundedness.
The proof presented in Ref. [10] makes, directly or indirectly, use of the Lemmas,
Theorems and Corollaries 5.5–5.8, 8.6, 8.8, 8.9 and 8.12 from that paper as well
as Theorem 5.4 from Ref. [16]. We do not have to check that Theorem 5.4 from
Ref. [16] goes through because we do not omit the requirement of well-foundedness
in our congruence theorem. It is immediately clear that Lemmas, Theorems and Cor-
ollaries 5.5–5.8 go through for many-sorted terms with variable binding seeing that
their proofs do not depend on the term structure. It requires little eort to check that
Lemmas 8.6, 8.8 and 8.12 go through as well. The proof of Lemma 8.6 needs a slight
adaptation of the substitutions rf because f may now be a variable binding operator.
The proof of Lemma 8.8 remains straightforward after the adaptation of RP , meant
to be the minimal congruence that includes ÿ$P , to terms in which variables are
bound. The proof of Lemma 8.12 simply combines Corollary 5.8 and Lemma 8.9.
Surprisingly, it is also straightforward to check that Lemma 8.9, which is the main
lemma, goes through. That lemma consists of two parts. In the proof of both parts, it
is now necessary to show as well that
x1; . . . ; xn : u RP y1; . . . ; yn : v) 8t1 2 CTRsx1 ; . . . ; tn 2 CTRsxn
ut1; . . . ; tn=x1; . . . ; xn RP vt1; . . . ; tn=y1; . . . ; yn:
This follows immediately from the definitions of ÿ$P and RP . The proof of the first
part makes use of Claim 8.10 and the proof of the second part makes use of Claim
8.11. Both claims concern the existence of a substitution with certain properties. In
the proof of property (b) of both claims, now two cases have to be distinguished:
(i) xi : s for some s 2 S and (ii) xi : s for some s  s1      sn : s 2 BS. The proof
for case (ii) is easy using the following fact:
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rxi 62Vs ) rxi _ ry1; . . . ; yn : xiy1; . . . ; yn:
This fact follows immediately from the definition of substitution. In the proof of
both parts, it is also necessary to take into account that the last transition rule ap-
plied in a proof may have a conclusion of the form px0x1; . . . ; xn; t. This means
that variants of Claims 8.10 and 8.11 have to be proved that include the additional
property
b0 if x  x0 then r0x  x1; . . . ; xn : f x1; . . . ; xn;
which is easy to prove.
Constructing from the TSS P a new TSS P 0 without unary predicates that pre-
serves bisimilarity is for many-sorted terms much easier than for single-sorted terms
(see Theorem 4.5 in Ref. [38] for an appropriate construction in the single-sorted
case). For many-sorted terms with variable binding, the construction of
P 0  R0;P0;R0, where R0  S0;O0, goes as follows:
1. S0  S [ fsng, where sn 2S n S;
2. O0  O [ fng, where n :! sn;
3. P0  fp 2 P j 9s1 2 S; s2 2 BS  p : s1  s2g[
fpn 2 P j 9p 2 P; s 2 S  p : s and pn : s sng;
4. R0 








Npt1; t2  pt1; t2; N:pt1; t2  :pt1; t2;
Npt  pnt; z z fresh and z 2Vn; N:pt  :pnt; n:
That is, sn is a fresh sort, n is the only term of sort sn, binary predicates pn take the
place of unary predicates p, and the new transition rules are obtained from the old
ones by replacing each positive transition formula pt by pnt; z and each negative
transition formula :pt by :pnt; n. The proviso that the variables z used in these
replacements must be fresh means that they are mutually distinct. It follows imme-
diately that rpnt; x  pnrt; n for all closed substitutions r. Next it is easy to see
that pt 2MP () pnt; n 2MP 0 , pt1; t2 2MP () pt1; t2 2MP 0 , and nÿ$P 0n.
Consequently, for all s 2 BS, for all t; t0 2 CTRs , tÿ$P t0 () tÿ$P 0 t0. 
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